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Loon Approved At Eastern
For Much-Needed Housing

'The Messiah1
Set At Eastern
Sunday, Dec. 13
The 28th annual presentation
of Handel's oratorio, "The Messiah," was given Sunday, Dec.
13, at 7:30 p. m., In Hiram BrocK
Auditorium by the Eastern State
College chorus. Directing the
Richmond performance was Mr.
James K. Van Peursem, head of
the college music department.
A later performance will oe
presented at Union Church in Berea, with Charles Darrow, Berea
College director of music, directing. This performance will begin
at 7:30 p. m. on Wednesday, Dec.
16th. '
Soloists' were Audrey Nossaman, soprano, University of Louisville music faculty; Ilona Strasser, contralto, Cleveland, Ohio;
Carlton Eldrldge, tenor, Springfield, 111., Junior College; and
Donald Henrickson, bass. Eastern music faculty.
275 In Chorus
The chorus was ©imposed of 275
college students, faculty and citizens of Madison County and several Eastern graduates who return each year to sing in the'oratorio. Accompanying the chorus
was the Eastern orchestra, (Dr.
- Robert Oppelt, Eastern music faculty, directing.) augmented by
members of the Berea orchestra,
and Robert Spillman, Eastern music faculty, on the organ.
Miss Nossaman, a graduate of
Westminister Choir College,
Princeton, N. J., for seven years
taught at the School of Churcn
Music of the Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary In Louis'" ville and was Minister of Music
at the Broadway Baptist Churcn
there before accepting a Fulbright Grant to study voice to
Italy for a year. Since 1952, she

Dr. Doris proudly displays one of the interesting features of
Eastern's museum.

Eastern Museum Interesting

has sung leading roles with the
Kentucky Opera Association. She
has been soloist and recorded with
the Louisville Orchestra.
Miss Strasser has made Cleveland 'her home since coirllng to
this country from Temesvaar,
Hungary, as a child. The noted
contralto has appeared as soloist
with the Cleveland Symphony
Orchestra, the Cleveland Summer
"Pope," and the Cleveland Philharmonic Orchestra. She has made
numerous appearances at the
Baldwin Wallace Bach Festivals,
the Wooster College Festivals, tne
St James Festivals, and me
Cleveland Civic "Messiah." She
has made a total of 65 appearances in the oratorio, "The Messiah."
Was At Springfield Junior
Eldrldge, tenor, for the past
eight years, has been in .charge ot
vocal work at Springfield Junior
College where, besides the teaching of voice, he directs several
choirs and assists In the production of operas. For two years he
has been acting chairman of the
music department Although being
without sight, he does not consider blindness a handicap, merely
an inconvenience. All of his work,
including the direction of choral
music, is done from specially prepared Braille scores.

The much-needed expansion of restricted by the shortage of
housing facilities at Eastern Ken- dormitory facilities. He stated
tucky State College was assured that the new dormitories for which
Friday, Dec. th, when the Housing the loan was approved Friday will
and Home Finance Agency ap- relieve the shortage next fall but
proved a loan of 11,900,000 to en- will not meet the college's needs
able the college to construct a during the following year.
dormitory for 200 women, a dormitory, for 200 men, and 80 apartments for married students. It was
announced December 5 by Dr. W.
F. O'Donnell, president of Eastern.
Plans and specifications for
these facilities have already been
completed and are ready to be
The 30th annual Hanging of the
submitted to bidders as soon as Greens program was held in
the projects can be celared through the Student Union Building at
the State's Finance Department in Eastern State College at 4:00 p. m.
Frankfort. It is anticipated that Sunday.
actual construction will be begun
Dr. Jonn R. Gosney, Danville,
within the next 60 days and that was
the speaker.
at least some of the facilities will
Dr. Gosney is regional field dl«v
be ready for use with the opening rector of Christian Education for
of the fall semester of 1960, If the Synods of Kentucky of the
weather conditions during the win- Presbyterian Church U. S. and the
ter are favorable for construction. United Presbyterian Church U.
The dormitory for men will be
A.
constructed southeast of O'Donnell S. Previous
to his election to this
Hall, newest men's dormitory at position, Dr. Gosney was pastor of
present, and will be connected to Second Presbyterian Church, Danjit by a colonnade. The new build- ville. Earlier he was the minister
ing will contain a snack bar which of the American Church In Carawill seat approximately 75 stu- cas, Venezuela. He also served
dents at one time. College offi- with the Board of Foreign MiSr
cials hope that the snack bar, sions of the former Presbyterian
which will be conveniently located Church U. S. A. as a missionary to
for 400 men, will relieve somewhat Caracas. He has held pastorates
the load which the cafeteria In in Kentucky, Indiana and Illinois.
the Student Union Butldtog is now
A native of Missouri, Dr. Gosney
carrying.
received his A. B. and D. D. dev
The dormitory for women will grees from Missouri Valley Col*
be erected on the present site of lege, Marshall, Mo.; his B. D. de*
the tennis courts south of Burnam gree from McCormick Theological
Hall and east of the Union Build- Seminary, Chicago, and his M. Th.
ing. In addition to the living degree from McCormick.
quarters for 200 women, this
He has recently been called t«
dormitory will have study rooms be field director for the Synod of
on each floor.
The housing for married stu- New Jersey and will take up his
dents includes 48 efficiency apart- duties there in April, 1960.
YWCA and YMCA co-chairmen
ments, 24 one-bedroom apartments,
and 8 two-bedroom units. These for the program were Peggy Carr,
will be constructed east of the John Anderson and Jean Ann
area now known as "The Village." Barton.
Access to the new section for married students will be thrpugh an
extension of the road which now
serves the lower half of the Village. Much of the present hous- :
ing in the Village will be dismantled and the site will be regraded and landscaped.
Dr. O'Donnell said that the 80
apartments for married students
will merely replace facilities that
must be abandoned because these
old buildings have outlived their
usefulness and can no longer be
repaired. "Additional 'apartments
for married students will be constructed as they are needed," he
stated. The cqllege now owns 116
apartments and provides parking
space for 44 trailers owned by
students.
Application has been made for
two additional dormitories which
the college hopes to have ready
for use In the fall of 1961. Dr.
O'Donnell said that, although the
college has 2,969 students enrolled
DR. JOHN R. GOSNEY
this fall, the enrollment has been

Hanging Of
Greens Held

m

DONALD HENRICKSON

Number 5

It would be difficult to say when Eastern's museum began, because actually it began as a dream of its farsighted founder, Dr.
Jonathon Dorrls, who now remains on as Its director. Today we, the
American people, are beginning to realize the importance of a competent museum. Not too many years ago museums were shunned as
being only reminescent of the past, but now our educators of today
see the great value of a museum as being a means of demonstration
for the school systems. It is also valuable as a means of comparison
so that we may readily see the Improvement we are making toward
advancement.
.
'»/,'■■
J
S ham Lincoln, to Daniel Boone ana
Eastern's museum, which is lo- Bdonesborough, to George Washcated in the basement of the sci- ington, to- Richard King, founder
ence building, is beginning to take of the King Ranch, to Indian artlshape. Many new Items have been facts, rare old books and many
added to the list of interests for a more subjects.
visitor. A graduate of Eastern,
if you have never been In the
Edward Strohnier, has recently museum, be sure to go. Dr. Dorcontributed his collection of Asiatic ris realizes for the museum to bepieces. In the collection are sev- come a complete success it must
eral interesting idols which are have the cooperation of faculty,
typical of Asiatic religion. Also the alumni, the most important—
there are several weapons used by atudents. If you have something
the Japanese for both religious and worthwhile to contribute it will be
protective' purposes. The Ballk greatly appreciated and the donor
clothes are also of interest. They will also be given recognition,
are made out of tree bark, pounded
until they become soft, and waxed
and painted.
There are other tmngs of great
interest such as: a sarcen helmet*
a set of Japanese armor, a hardtooled leather chair from Belgium
which dated back to around 1600.
There are cases devoted to Abra-

Edwin Denny Speaks To
t'oung Republicans
The Eastern College Young Republican Club had its regular
meeting on Tuesday Nov. 24, with
dinner at the Golden Rule Cafe in
downtown Richmond. 'Mr. Edwin
R. Denny of Lexington spoke to
the group on the Evaluations of
Good Republicans. In his speech,
Mr. Denny gave appraisals of past
and future elections of governor,
senator and president.
Mr. Denny is now a practicing
attorney in Lexington: He served
as Federal District Attorney from
1953 until 1956. In 1955, Mr. Denny
was the republican nominee for
governor. He was defeated by Governor A. B. Chandler.
After the~ dinner a business session followed for the purpose
of making changes to the constitution.

These six K. I. E. boys spoke to the freshmen women concerning such items as dates, clothes, and studies.
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Letter To
The Editors
Editors, the Progress
Dear Sirs:
I wish to take this opportunity
to express my appreciation of our
Progress, and to congratulate you
who make it possible for us to
have such- a paper.
■
' »
in the past, I have heard many
students "griping" about the callber of our paper. At times I have
been inclined to agree that there'
seemed to be more which could be
done by our paper for us, the student body. Your article about the
bookstore in your November 20th
issue, however, has convinced me
that you are really interested in
us, the students, and our welfare.
It has convinced me, also, that you
have courage—the courage to present the facts as they are.
For four years I have dealt with
the bookstore, and gone through
the process of buying books from
them, and trying to sejl them
back. I have often discussed this
with other students, and we have
wondered just what profit was
made, and where the money has
gone. We hove felt that this is
an unfair practice, and have won-
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OUR IDEALS

which direction does Its duty lie? To whom does It owe SSci^S A»S&i£StosS?

1
■

\

*S ^^
*^™*«??»
inland
electricity.
inland transport
transport, electricity,
steel
*!* !*°" **
Production, and
atomic energy was accomplished.
ttBm.
In addition to the nationalizaUott
of
U*** industries, Great
Britain has also taken the lead in
the
8 6 of social
M0.
ra0
radio,

P" "*

5
"on
be^unTthZHalation
H
..«,
^tf^n™ and
o„^ beneficial
HQ„„«„I„Ita.
♦„
Q™ so
been
effective
to
B
the country.
I
The United States is perhaps
twenty-five years behind Great
Britain in the trend toward social-

i^siation. ism., omy during: the war did the

The
the anMfMt lovoJfrioc?
w« arf' -H-.^-T -OS.
. *i<
National Insurance Act of government nationalize industries
8UC
me greatest loyalties?
ELEVW "^
i *. ^2 19*« Provided social security from to aid the war effort. At the end
and We hope that
ls
We Of the Progress Staff hove tried tO take an Ob- {£££?!*
*"
birth to death for every person In of the war the nationalized in-

jective boh at these questions and have attempted to
/or the next severs! issues the %£TLa3£ SZ £553 K^ ^d "Sa£rSSS
answef them with honesty and Sincerity.
JS222L X0U,*
?m .co[unm JT*2 in'o effect by the National Health were returned to private control.
legi8lation
Because the Progress is a student publication it is STtS ™*ER£SffS£ passed
SSSfJ^SL^IiJSfSL'SS.
-Inthe
' ~States
°' "**
at about the same time de- the
United
has been very
our first duty to see that the views of the students are ming team.
active. The Social Security Acts
of 1935 and 1950 provide benefits
made known, whether we may agree or disagree. TMs
for the aged, infirm, or unemployed
would of necessity also require that many differing
and their dependents. The federal Housing Administration crepoints of view be published. We exist primarily to serve
A good movie deserves a good preview. The letter quoted below ated in 1934 and since expanded
the Eastern student. If we fall short of this duty we 's from a young wife, mother, and teacher who was recently a college has not only g^ven aid to help decease to be the voice of the student body and become student. Her preview should be interesting to-the girls still on the velop low-cost housing, but it has
campus but looking forward to the drama of teaching.
given the government the aurather the mouthpiece of a small group or faction.
". . . My newly launched teaching career has been keeping me thority to determine how houses
Secondly, any newspaper, whatever its nature, is terribly busy. Now that I am no longer teaching in high school, I shall be constructed. In 1933 the
,,nd that 1 at least have time to
bound tO TRUTH. It Cannot be kinored* neiahter Can it ir
devote to luxuries, like cooking and Tennessee Valley Authority was
t%»
riinafawnt..!
M
yu
~_.lt
*Li
j
*
L.
M3I
I
o*"n& and cleaning. I disliked teaching in high school from the first created and given power to conw
\T^
* omif ratS OOry we Mil Ourselves day and continued to dislike it until yesterday, when I resigned. Mon- struct dams in the Tennessee Vatas well as those who place their trust in oar integrity. day I start in the 6th grade, and I am really looking forward to it. I ley. It is also allowed to generate
against high school from the first, but that was the only opening and sell power, plan flood control,
Third, we owe a great debt of loyalty to Eastern— was
available. Besides trying to poke literature and grammar through one develop the Tennessee River for
opening in the heads of my 179 students. I also had to cashier navigation, and advance the social
making and keeping it a school of which we can be small
VerV r
Droud Thi« should rW«n h» th_i. fl|m nf .M(J |f,,i.TZ in tne cafeteria during the tremendous twenty-minute lunch period, and economic status of the people
. \
r^
^n^mma «»o »c wmm aim or every casrem Needless to say, I found time to eat my lunch only every other day. of the seven state area. A similar
SrUOenr.
I lost so much weight I almost need a new wardrobe. I also had to program was planned for the MisLast, and perhqPS the hardest to nrhirnvm W *^- referee fistfights. cleau up the blood that was spilled on my classroom souri Valley but was never enfloor, ex lam to the
dahfr
a_"~ ~~^1M^. WTS^*
^J
P
»t"dents why it was necessary for them to bring acted into law. Grand Coulee Dam
Br WA
we ow i.^.
e lO ourselves—TO OUr beliefs HI fairneSS and their books, pencils and paper to class, explain that you did not sit and Hoover Dam were given powon the window sill and rest your feet in the chair, and keep the three ers like those of the Tennessee
our
sixteen-year-old married boys In my class from comparing notes. That Valley Authority, but their opera*
These ore the goals which we have set for our- left me about twenty minutes teaching time. But, as-1 said, I was dis- tions were not on such., a large
selves. If we have aimed too high and fall short, then couraged from the first because my students had to fill out information scale,
before classes started, and when one boy.listed 'Ids nationality
we can only answer that, in the opinion of those con- sheets
The federal government has reas Beptept (which I took to mean Baptist but later found out he was
passed legislation concerncerned, it a bettor to tall frrtnnfi our goals ore some- a Methodist) I took a pretty dim view of what was to come. In short, cently
ing education. Funds are now
I
hated
it
and
them.
I
am
deUghted
at
the
prospect
of
teaching
the
what out of reach than not to aim at oN. They can cer- same students all day and am hoping that "teacher" is not yet a dirty available for school construction
for loans to college students.
tainly not be reached unless there is cooperation and word to 6th grade students. Maybe I am making a mistake this time, and
Naturally, certain regulations go
too,
because
1
have
a
friend
who
teaches
the
5th
grade
in
the
same
mutual imwrsllaran amona at parties iintlimA
school, and several interesting (to say the least) things have happened with these funds: such as, who
to her. Just recently a young boy in Fredericksburg stabbed his cannot be denied admission to the
teacher in the back. The next day my friend got a "note" from one school; how the money will be
of her 5th grade hoys that-said. "Rosas are red, violets are black. My used; and in the case of loans,
teacher would look better with a knife in her back." At least it loyalty oaths.
rhymes. But I'm being as optimistic as I can about the whole thing.
Government controls have now
I am determined to stick it out this time.
tASTERN STUDENTS
"Iton is doing
r welt in school. This year he ha. only .a %?£?%£ 21^822
few classes and spends mosi of the week doing actual dental work m SiceSr tte^ai^ro^S2
the conic, a sort of cut-rale dental office. His greatest trouble was that
™ can be grown.
' of crop*
locating the exact place* to give the shots. Thank heavens he finally
Both Great Britain and the
learned because he used to probe In my mouth every sight with a United States have shown that la
steak knife. I'm glad his difficulty didn't Involve pulling teeth or I time of stress—war. recovery or
AND
wouldn't have any now.
depression—their present form of
;
'I must close now if Ron will let me. My typewriter is new and government failed- and socialism
an anniversary gift from him. and I have to type something every had to be used. The age of "creepnight to anew him that 1 appreciate it I have written to everyone I ing socialism'* is here and here to
know ap-tf have the beet typed grocery hst In-town. But he nkes to feel stay.
. .
£.
hi* sacrifice on all part to really being used."

Behind

•

1

Chrisrmas! The word itself brings to mind such a
store of bright happy pictures—-pictures of family gatherings, colorful decorations, whispers in the air, preesnts
under the tree, and ecstatic faces of small brothers and
sisters filled with the tingle of anticipation.
Christmas, Business districts stand filled to the
brim with dolls, sleds, air rifles, electric trains, and all fered"'wharrou^
e
the ....
machines
and
gadgets%_ that_• appeal
to ■the
fancy1 ..of senung
*?» h!£
made a start by pre• ■ i
».
■
the facts to us. Do not
a child. Santa s helpers in r^d suits and long white stop here. Point the way. You
have our support.
r
beards make their way through crowds of miniature willAgain
r£rWr«rVYaUC*
I congratulate you.
admirers, and no one seems to mind being jostled by
Sincerely,
EDWARD ANDERSON, JR;
the scurry of last-minute shoppers.
(Editor's Note: We certainly do
Christmas! Plodding for hours over hills and not always expect praise but apthrough fields in search of the "right" tree engenders preciate the above letter, however,
.
you have any comments, critiPREDICTION!
frozen hands and tired feet, but a grin of pride in a ifcisms,
or remarks, feel free to
job weH done. The smelt of popcorn and the crackle leave them in the Prograss office
By LARRY STANLEY
for publication.)
Socialism—the word brings to mind a weird caricature of a bearded,
of an open fire-place lend just the right atmosphere.
bomb-throwing radical. Joe America, the man on the street, will tell
Christmas! That time of year which produces
you he is against socialism although he cannot tell you what it is or
FACULTY NEWS
why ho is against it. But whether Joe America knows it or likes it,
serenity, peace, self-satisfaction, and the joy In the
Professor Fred A. Engle, Jr. was two of the leading western democracies, Grea^ Britain and the United
hearts' of men touches the mark just short of perfection. initiated December 2 into the Al- States, are demonstrating socialistic trends: nationalization of indus%
Christmas! But what Is lacking? Perhaps it is the pha Nu chapter of Phi Delta tries and social legislation.
manger from which Christmas was born—or could it SKsft^TKenSck^^^beS Post-World War II England was crees that the government has to
a weekly albe the message of "peace on earth, good will to men" are selected on the basis of leader- ready for socialism. Nationaliza- gg to everv family
r
l lld
ship
and
scholarship
in
the
field
tion
appeared
as
the
only
solution
1^?"^'°?
?u!
^f
l
™ der S'X"
brought by the angels? By chance could it be that the
dark void is caused by the fact that the star of Bethlea StrtTfcJS?^ Labor Party considered certain the Labor Party's administrations*
mdustries
hem is not shining through? Perhaps the tiny baby is while
mpmLr rf PI fwJt"wTJi^f.
™P« *<» nationalization. But in 1951 when the Conservamember of Pi Omega Pi and Sig- m 1949 the g^ of Engiand and ttve Partv returned to Bower it
hidden by the gold, frankincense, and myrrh. It is possi- ma
Tau Pi, all honorary socities. the coal industry were "national- Sacked"*& sociSSic?re^d?how'
ble that we have truly made the journey from Christmas
ized. Then between the years 1946 ever, it has not made any attempts
OUR APOLOGIES
to Xmas?
of to rescind the socialistic legislaThe writer of the
Y 0
r
TeIm'2mn°wlsSs''t^olo
C ize
ream column unsnes to apologize
.„.
Herczee for a rSStabte miftake
in. the
November 20 issue. «TH
..
. ■ .,
^M.
1
„Jf SSJjH^JSKftJSST T3£
WL
WhOt
IS the mimmmM
purpose Of a COHeae newspaper? In in Easterns football lineup: John-
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COED CORNER
f

by Betty Byrnside
As the Christmas season rolls have as many secret wishes as any
around once more, we begin to six-year-old. All you have to do 1s
think of home, good food, merry- ferret out their dreams and buy
making and the giving of pres- accordingly.
ents,
First, we must remember that
Christmas holds many special boys are people no matter how
memorios for each one of us Any- gruff and self-sufficient they may
one of us may be seen wandering seem; but they are just like everyaround in a daze at this time of body else when it comes to Christyear, especially since Christmas mas. They are simply crazy about
getting a present and sometimes
is the time for dreaming.
When we get back to reality, even greedy about presents.
Most boys realize that girls ao
we must choose the right present
not have too much money to toss
for that special person.
There are three kinds of males: around for presents and most of it
those who tell you they do not f must go for their pawrerits gifts,
know what they want for Christ- or for close girl friends. Too many
mas, those who say they do not of us girl? have the idea that the
want anything, and then tnose cost of a present for a boy has to
who ask for things like my two be in proportion to the amount of
existing affection between them.
front teeth or Santa's raindeer.
The truth is that all of t h e r.i This can not be true though De-

/

Hours of practice and exercise are required before a show goes on the stage.
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THEY LOOK LIKE CASHMERE AND THEY FEEL LIKE
CASHMERE-.OUR FAMOUS "DREAMSPUN" SWEATERS!

SMART SHOP

I<*

COLLEGE And
CAREER

PASQUAl£'S
-

HEY YOU WHO EATA THE PIZZA!
Pasquale He'Sa Wisha You
COOL CHRISTMAS
.

L

cause if they are deeply attacne<i,
no present could be expensive
enough to express their feelings.
You just can not put a dollar sign
on a priceless emotion.
One boy here on campus said
that all most fellows hope for is
something ^personal, something
that means you to him.
Something he can wear, carry,
or keep in his room will always
mean a lot to him. If you know ne
likes you very much-there are
never enough pictures of you in
the world for him. Another pu.
ture is always welcome, and he"
will not think you are stuck - up
either. He will think that you re
wonderful.
If you have time to personalise
his gifts — he knows you did not
just grab the nearest thing at
hand at the latest possible 'moment.
Of course, the biggest and best
gift of all, especially to a feiiow,
is how nice you are to him — you,'
yourself. Little courtesies mean as
much is not more than just girls.
So while you are deciding just
what to give your fellow, do not Drum and Sandal girls form one of the more meaningful scenes from
overlook his great enthusiasm.
their Christmas program.
Most of all, try to make it a merry
Christmas for everyone.
ff
Merry Christmas and a very
Happy New Year, Readers!
boxer who gets "took"' ;by a weak- ium at 7:30 p. m. Eighteen women will be needed for the play, ■
ling.
"If Men Gave Showers as Wo- See you at the olavs!
:
,
^L-J
men Do," is directed by Carl Weddle and was written by Al Alsip.
Ralph Drake, Chuck Adams, Ljm
PI OMEGA PI
By CHUCK AND LIZ
0
met Moore and Virgil Napier are
Well, we finally have some news in the cast. This play is a take-Off
The Alpha Beta Chapter of Pfc
about the one act plays for you! on women's showers.
Omega Pi had a dinner at the
Three one-act plays have been
Larry Stanley will direct "The Glyndon Hotel Tuesday, December^
scheduled7 for Wednesday, Dec. 16, Recognition Scene" from Ana- 8. The following pledges werto
at 7:00 p. m. The plays, .two stasia. The scene will feature Rita initiated into Pi Omega Pi: Ruth:
comedies and a serious play cut- Mills as the dowager Empress ana Allen, Betty Grant, Shirley Melvirf,'
ting^ are all student directed, and Pat Van Peraum as Anastasiat
Frank Tomaro, Sylvia Tracy, an*>
two were written by students.
Monday night the Little Theater Maxine Watts.
.-j
"Count Ten and Fall," a comedy Club called a meeting. They disThe guests were Dean W. J.
written by Carl Weddle, is direct- cussed the annual musical produc- Moore and Mr. and Mrs. R. R.
ed by Nancy Turner and features tion, but came to no decision. The Richards. Mr. Richards showed
Emma Carol Logan, John Boone, date for the try-outs for The and discussed slides of many EuroBob Holtzclaw, Ned Lyons, Mac House of Bernada Alba is Thurs- pean countries that he and Mrs.
Blythe and Chuck Adams. "Count day, Jan. 7, in the Brock Auditor- Richards had toured last summer.
Ten and Fall" is the story of a

SHOW TALK

And A
CRAZZZEE NEW YEAR!

MADISON LAUNDRY
And CLEANERS
COMPLETE LAUNDRY AND
CLEANING SERVICE —

LET ONE CALL DO IT ALL!
I HOUR—I DAY SERVICE
WHEN. REQUESTED —NO
EXTRA CHARGE!

Third and Water Streets

Lovely Kay Bowman was crowned queen at the Snowball Dance Friday evening. She and Jim ahow their
delight. Much fun was had by all.
.*•
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MAROON CORNER
The Eastern Kentucky S t at e with Centenary (21-4).-Hamline
Maroons won their 15 consecutive University posted a 15-9 season
home court win with its 85-75 win while spliting a two game series
over Miami U, (Ohio) Redskins. with the powerful St. Johns RedCarl Cole scored 30 points as the men-of Brooklyn by scores of 67-58
Maroons kicked off the 1959-60 and 64-65.
It will be an excellent tournabasketball season under-the helm
of CoachVPaul McBrayer. A capa- ment for both national prestige
city crowd of 3,000 turned out as and for preparation for Eastern's
Coach McBrayer started his 14th O.V.C. title retention.
season of basketball at Eastern.
The 1958-59 edition of the EastAlthough a few opening night jit- ern Maroon basketball team is a
ters' were evident the Maroons young team, but it has good poscorched th^nets for 47.5 per cent tential. It has much Improvement
of their goals in the first half and to be made on (fitness) and polish
out rebounded Miami 30-21 in the on its performance but it will imsecond half action.
prove as the season progresses, it
Eastern now focuses their at- Is a very interesting team to foltention on Thursday's and Satur- low and may provide a satisfied
day's games with Louisville at winning season. I wish Coach McFreedom Hall and Marshall Col- Brayer and his junior dominated
organization much success for the
lege (W. Va.) here.
1959-60 season.
Louisville has obtained a high
national ranking (6th in Dell Magazine) and returns with "a veteran
KNOW YOUR
lineup. Lettermen such as Joe
Kitchen, Buddy Leathers, Fred
SWIM TEAM!
Swayer, Howard Stacey, Roger
Tieman and John Turner give the
Cardinals plenty of depth and
'good experience. Despite a 68-56
loss to Georgia Tech, Coach Peck
INTRAMURAL TOUCH FOOTBALL CHAMPIONS: The "Jumpers" are from left to right: kneeling: Hickman's Cardinals will be big
Jackie Williams, Jerry Wagner, Ernie Melsel, Wilson Sears, Jerry Rankin and Pill Bryan; standing: Mac and agile. It will be a tough game
Weaver, Jerry Joynter, Mac Brashears and H. L. Gaines. Jack Ruffner was absent when the picture was to win and it will be an all out effort for a victory over this exceltaken.
lent shooting squad.
Marshall, behind All - American
KNOW YOUR
Leo Byrd's beat the Maroons last
year 88-82. The nation's No. 2
BASKETBALL PLAYERS
scorer has graduated and Coach
Jule Rivilin doesn't have much
left. He' counting on senior forEastern's swimming team will
_ ,._
„' '
;
The
open its 1959-60 schedule of meets
"Jumpers", who shut out all ward Johnny Milhoan (6-3) to
on December 15 at Union. Six tournament opposition, clinched the spark the scoring (scored 378
lettermen plus one transfer stu- Intramural Touch-football Champi- points last year), and (5-7) Lew
dent are returning. Bud Hatch, onship with a 9-0 decision over the hls
,Mott to run the fast break with
Art Belmonte, Bob Parker, Ray battling Pea Bailers. The game
amazing ball handling. ReLeger, Bob Goes, and Vasvary was played on a rain-soaked field bounding will come from Bob Burwill have to carry the blunt of the of mud and was from time to time S^aa, highly publicized 6-8 sopnoscoring. Coach Don Combs, there- played during a shower. There more. a1^ 6'5 junior Herm Confore, will have a rebounding job to were' several laughs among the ner> Provided Conner's badly inured
knee
tackle the eleven-meet schedule players and those who braved the Jcount
"olds UP- But dont
and to defend the Kentucky Invi- weather to follow the contest.
Marshall Big Green as pushtational Swimming and Diving Much slipping, sliding and falling overs for Coach Rivilin has won
Championship.
made the offensive threats diffi- 62 and lost 33 in his 5 years ot
cult to sustain, but Phil Bryan's tutelage.
The schedule is as follows:
Over the Christmas holidays
43-yard touchdown interception
Dec.
the Maroons will be in Shreveport,
m
}£jWir
A2S
run
the
second
quarter
and
a
Dec.
for their first holiday
ir Too \
tiZSL third period safety provided enough Louisiana
Jan. a_wm«™
basketball tournament since 1954f9—Berea
?™!? U- (0a-} "HttS
score
to
establish
a
winner.
The
Away win was the 7 in 7 games for the 55. December 28, 29 and 30 will
20
be the dates and the Hirach Me23-Louisville
Home Frankfort dominated group
morial Youth Center on the. LouW,tn the
12— Whittenberv Col Awav
completion of touch- siana State Fair Grounds will oe
footbaU
13-5. of a&Stt' "ffl
*•
'ntramural 1program
M
Th
A Ztl wHl fc£iis iL atta^~on tartrt- "», ■"*
5„ G"lf"So""lI C?af,c Art Betamonte cllnbs from the pool
Away
19—Sewanee (Fla.)
, ball competition. Similar entrance fbat they will be participitating
*~
ntt£r a „,„.<, workout
1
in,
is
only
in
the
sixth-session
and
JtffW '
£Z£ rules-will apply as in touch-footfinest diver ever to compete
?a_Tinir.n
w™!
competition. It is not definite is making rapid strides toward onThe
26-Union
Home ball
fo £ J*j-£J Qf leagues M yet being recognized nationally.
the Eastern swimming team is
11
The participating teams, other Art Belmonte. Art won from all
but a good program is being
than. Eastern, are: Washington competition last year including
—Ky. Invitational Swim- pfanned.
University of St. Louis, Hamline the first annual Kentucky Invitaand Diving Champion•
University, Louisiana Tech., Cen- tional Swimming and Diving
ship at U. K. Pool.
tenary College, Hardin-Simmons Championships held at the UniverUniversity, George Washington sity of Kentucky's pool last
Special
Gam*
BRUCE SPRINGATE
University
and
Northwestern March. He set the pool record at
ows his weakness on defense.
On Wednesday, Dec. 16, the "E" State College of Maryland, Mis- 224.2 points in the first home meet
Bruce is 6-5, 175 pound forward
This two-year letterman has es- Club will sponsor a basketball con- souri.
held, against De Pauw University
and hajls from Siani, Kentucky. tablished a fine scholastic record test between the Eastern KenWhen you look at the names of and scored 241.9 points in a meet
He played his high school ball at and following graduation, he .will tucky Maroon Freshman and the the participating teams, many ot against Louisville later hi the seaSiani Western School. Last year enter the army as a commissioned Transylvania College Pioneer "B" them are not even familiar to son.
he was the best foul shooter on officer.
team.
people in this area. Yet there are
Art came to Eastern from the
the team missing only 6 in 35
A small fee will be'asked at the some fine teams in this holiday University of Illinois on the sugshots for a 82.8 per cent. Althougn
door for everyone. Even head tournament. Washington U. of gestion of Gordon Fleck, a former
he averaged only 6 points per
Basketball Coach Paul McBrayer St. Louis held win over Centenary student. As a senior this year,
game last year, he was one of tne FRESHMEN ROMP 106-54 will pay too.
las.t year 56-54 who defeated our Coach Don Combs shows much adtop reserves in the conference. His
cwn conference club, Tennessee miration for this mathematics and
chief problem is the lack of weight
Five Eastern Frosh scored in JfU&wSZ*St**%$l Tech. 84-64 (in last year's Gulf- physical education major to be the
even though the teams only senior double figures as they swept Lex- 2?»J2| school frTe ^between South Classic Tournament). Har- sure winner that he is counting on
STJE ^ TW PU" "I !hfflL?5ri?i,a,ltH,blex$i0ilef!»,0ff MadisS-Mode? a^d MadlaoTSn dta-«mmo^ had a1EST record to salvage some of the prestige
that Was so hard won last year.
Belamine College.
Gymnasium, 106-54.
Washington U. of St. Louis.
tertainment, attend this event.
Art has been elected as a coRacing
to
a
44-18
halftime
edge,
Yes, Bruce has been a valuable
George Washington U. posted captain along with Bobby Parker.
cog of the Maroon's success. He the Baby Maroons coasted to an
wins over Temple 87-69 and MaryPresently, Art is student teachScientists speculate that the land 66-65. and lost to West Vir- ing at Madison-Model High and
has an uncanny sense of being easy win. The leading scorers
Joe Lakes with 17, Donald dust on the moon may contain a ginia only by- 67-77 and 86-8» plans to teach and coach when he
where the ball is on the court were
,
thereby enabling him to make Lane 15. Jim Werk 10, Leon Schra- record of the origin of life,
scores. Louisiana Tech won over graduates. He is an excellent
many recoveries. His remarkable der 10- a*10 >*•* Frye 10- FollowThe first Republication conven- Virginia Tech 71-65 and was su*- scholar and we wish him the best
recovery in last season's Western '"& "** sizzling 50.5 per cent of tion was held irr-Philadelphia in cessful in one of its 2 encounters In the future,
contest was the deciding factor in their "e,d s*oals, the Baby Ma- 1856.
the Maroons' 2 point win which roona win Play at Cumberland
1
wrapped
up
the
conference Thursday, December 10 and will be
championship. Springate's deadly featured as a preliminary game,
shooting and over-all play in East- Prior to tne Eastern-Marshall tilt,
em's fast-break attack overshad- facing Lees Junior College Saturday. Game time is 6 p. m.

Swimming Team Intramural
Begins Season
Touch-Football

.

PROGRESS PICKS 'EM
1. Houston over North Texas State
2. Dayton over Drake
3. Duke over South Carolina
4. Cornell over Columbia
5. Eastern Kentucky over Marshall (W. Va.)
6. Notre Dame over Air Force
7. Denver over New York U
8. Indiana over Kansas State
9. California over Colorado
10. Western Kentucky over East Tennessee
11. Villanova over Clemson
12. Memphis State over Baylor
13. Texas over Louisiana State U
14. Alabama over Florida State
15. Washington over Idaho
26. Cincinnati over Louisville
17. Georgia over Florida
18. Army over Amherst
19. Kentucky over Kansas
20. Arkansas over Mississippi
Results: 57.5 out of 80—71.8%

Try Your Skill
,
!
'.
.
1
—.
'.
:
—,
,
.

■
■
1959-60 swimmers who win face Union on December 15 at Union at 7 P. M. Pictured are, from
left U rts*t, front row: Tom Brown, John Vetter, Ray Lege'r, Stu Connor, Art Betamonte, co-captain;
De* Sksarter, Tom Simpson, Vic Allen, manager. Back row: Bud Hatch, Jack Welte, Bob Mansfield, Bob

%
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Eastern Defeats
Miami In Opener

>

Coach Paul McBrayer and his
1959-60 Maroons launched their
basketball season auspiciously Saturday night, December 5, defeating a good Miami of Ohio team
85-75 before a home crowd of
3,000. Led by the sizzling shooting of junior guard Carl Cole, who
poured in a total of 30 points,
Eastern was never seriously
headed.
The Maroons pened up an 11polnt (48-37) half time lead and
coasted the rest of the way in
making it two wins in a row over
the Mid-American Conference club.
Eastern held 16-point leads on two
occasions (63-47 and 66-50) in the
second half before allowing the
visitors to whittle the gap slightly
in the closing minutes. Miami
never got closer than eight points
(81-73) with two minutes left in
the game.
Jack Upchurch's layup with 40
seconds gone put Eastern ahead
2-0 and,. although Miami tied it at
7-all, Eastern never trailed. Cole
pumped through 11 field goals and
eight free throws in amassing his
30 points. The other fodr starters
divided the scoring fairly evenly.
Upchurch added 14; Roland Wierwille, who showed a lot of hustle,
threw in 11; Bruce Sprfngate (th
only senior on the young team) got

If
I:
!,-

h

l

I.
).

L
7

Jack Upchurch stalks one for two points in spite of the Miami man.

JIMMY'S RESTAURANT
Good Food at
Reasonable Prices
ORDERS TO GO. PHONE 91*9
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Eastern Hardwooders Top
Big Green Of Marshall

for the night with 33 points. He
fired his fielders throughout t.ie
game and almost proved to De
Eastern's downfall.
The West Virginians opened tno
scoring with a layup shot and a
free toss by Milhoan. Bruce Springate, a starting forward for Eastern, followed with a fielder. Marshall's Lew Mott, a guard, got a
tipin. Then Carl Cole, Eastern
guard, chucked in two field goals
and Springate contributed one r<>
put Eastern ahead for good in the
' Coach Paul McBrayer sicked first half.
his big 6-7 center, Ralph RichardScoring by Springate, Cole, forson, on Marshall here Saturaay ward Jack Upchurch and pivotnight and watched the Big Green man Roland Wierwille caused tne
fall beneath the onslaught of the Maroons to surge ahead and gain
talented sophomore.
a 25-17 lead. Richardson, off the
Richardson, a Russell County bench by now, made the count 27lad, scorched the nets for 23 17 with a basket. The next few
points in leading Eastern's Ma- minutes saw a shooting duel beroons to a 90-82 victory over the tween Richardson and Milhoan.
charges of Coach Jule Rivlin.
Marshall began cutting the lead.
The tight zone defense thrown Point making by Milhoan, Charlie
up by the Thundering Herd seem- Moore, Mott and Bruce Moody
ed not to .worry the elongated brought down Eastern's edge. The
Richardson one whit. He sank 12 home team led 46-44 at intermisfield goals and was deadly at tne sion.
charity stripe with five of six free ESC Hlta 60 Per Cent
Milhoan got a fielder to staft
throw attempts. He was credited
Xi^X^
the second half scoring. Upchurch
B
game, McBrayer fired one in for Eastern. Moody
After the
W1
raiS6
SL'S-£
»?SS.^^K P
d the performance of Rich- hit a free shot and Mott lobbed
ardson wd
SftiffiSLftSS
^ffttf*
««
the athlete
is on in a fielder. A charity toss by
straight home-court victory.
becoming
a great
his
t
Springate gave Eastern a 49-47
Vern Lawson led the losers with &,£$& player.
advantage. Then Mott tied the
18 points while Vern Benson added
The cage triumph was revenge count with a fielder. Both teams
17 and Jimmy Hamilton 15. East- for the McBrayermen. They went battled away and the score was
ern dominated the final statistics down in defeat when they played deadlocked 58-58 with, about seven
with a 60-49 edge in rebounds and Marshall at Huntington, W. Va., minutes gone in the half. A fre«
a hot 47.2 per cent from the field, last season. The win was a .so shot
by Phil Estepp, Eastern juncompared to Miami's respectable Eastern's 16th straight on its ior guard, broke the tie. A fielder
38.2. Eastern's next game is in home court.
by Springate finally put the locals
Louisville. Their next home game
John Milhoan, Marshall's only ahead 63-62 and they were never
is with Marshall, another Mid- senior, captured scoring honors headed after that. Marshall never
American Conference representagot closer than six points. With
tive, Saturday night at the Weaver by Triplett, Morehead State, and one
minute remaining Eastern led
Health Building.
_
Tom Chilton, East Tennessee State. 88-78.
■
Of the five, Hagan was the choice
The Maroons hit 34 of 68 field
aa tne
BASKETBALL BITS
Pre-3eaaon most valuable goals for 60 per cent. Marshall
player.
connected on 28 of 72 for 37.5 per
In
Carl Cole, 6-2 forward for the
°>e *ime Po" the Eastern cent. During the first half, EastEastern Maroons, has been named Maroons, OVC champs -- 58-59, ern racked up a 48.7 percentage.
to the Pre-Season Ohio Valley Con- w«re picked to finish third behind Marshall hit for 40.5 per cent
ference Team. Cole, a junior, was Western and Tennessee Tech.
Eastern's record now stands at
a unanimous selection of those Western, with 6-6 Charlie Osborne ?-T. The Maroons have downed
coaches polled by the sports staff and 6-4 Al Ellison, and relying Miami U. and have lost to Louisof the Eastern PROGRESS. The heavily upon an outstanding group ville. Marshall ha* a 2-2 record.
only other unanimous selection was ot sophomores, was an almost
In a preliminary contest, the
6-10 Jimmy Hagan of Tennessee unanimous choice to capture the Eastern frosh conquered Lees
Tech, a pre-season All-American conference title. Murray State Junior College 86-80"
choice.
.
was fourth, followed by Morehead,
Cole and Hagan form the nucleus East Tennessee and Middle Ten- Eastern (90)
FG FT PP
of a team that includes Charlie nessee.
Upchurch
5
3
4
Osborne, Western Kentucky; Her_. 1_
Springate
7
6
3
Pre-Season OVC Team
Wierwille
,
3
3
5
Charlie Osborne
Western Ky. Coje
6
2
3
Carl Cole
Eastern Ky. gffifr"""1'""
""""" 3
3
1
Jim Hagan
Tennessee Tech Ricnardson 9
5
1
Herb Triplett
Morehead State Gardner
I
0 2
Tom Chilton
East Tennessee white
'"i"!!™"!".'.'"""!!! 0
0 ,a
Honorable Mention: O'Riordan,
Murray; Ellison, Western; Rascoe,
Totals
34 22 21
34
Western; and Burden, Middle Ten- Marshall (82)
FG FT PP
nessee.
\rn«r» ..'
2
T
4
Moore
Pre-Season Standings
Moody
3
0
2
1. Western Kentucky
Burgess
3
4
1
2. Tennessee Tech
Mott
7
2
4
3. Eastern Kentucky
Williams
2
0
2
4. Murray State
Milhoam
10 13
3
Conner
1
0
4
5. Morehead State
6. East Tennessee
Totals
28 26 26
7. Middle Tennessee

Richardson
Sparks Win

Rivlin Men
Fight Hard

COMES ALIVE
y
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tAND(pant!jGlRLIESTSHOW

come a-tearin' from
2 years as a Broadway
. moosical smash-hit—right
into the movies! In

}

Technicolor

GOLDEN RULE CAFE

Green's Barber Shop

HOLLYWOOD EVER WHOMPED UP
With Hollywood's most exciting cast
of NEW FACES AND (gasp!) FIGGERS!

"-/a

USf MSriOMV

PtTpt

Corner Main & Second

I" ry j

:uLil

and VistaVision
-natchelly!

t

ALL HOME COOKED!

Backing Eastern 100%

mad wif joy when we

•.-*-*

SPECIAL

WED. And THURSDAY, DEC. 16th and 17th

<****.*

fm

K

CHRISTMAS

TURKEY and COUNTRY HAM

58^

As a 100 per cent
red-blooded American
boy (age 17) I ca'inl
possibly lie! Your whole
family will go stark, ravin'

.

III

mHsmini!

fmownit—»»r» »f«H *a"»«»ei
■ *Kk»MtM H H fW H

COMING SOON TO YOUR FAVORITE THEATRE! Watch For R!

DIXIE DRY CLEANERS
CLEANING AND PRESSING AT IT'S FINEST!
Altering
Suede Cleaning
Pants Pegging
Repairing
Waterproofing
Sizing
We have no agent working. Instead
we give all students a special discount.

Phone 7

Free Delivery

»
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PARKING LOT
SUPERVISOR DIES

Physics Departure it Artfcchsd
m"

■

i.

(Editor's Note: The following is
an excerpt from an official renort
by the Dilatory Committee for UnAmerican Activities concerning the
charge that all Eastern Physics
Courses are numbered above
twenty-one.)
It is the finding of the Dilatory
Committee that Eastern Physics
students are being unfairly discriminated against. They are being flunked, not for the standard
reasons of the non-attendance,
sassing the teacher, or insufficient
hours spent in the grille; but for
not handing in their physics lab
experiments. Certainly, a few of
the teachers in other departments
assign out of class work, but they
don't expect you to do it.
The basis for these drastic
oharees is the testimony of one of
Eastem's physics TEE&S He is
well qualified to make a careful
evaluation of the lab experiment
since he has taken the same lab
codrse for the past six years. He
is taking an accelerated course
in an effort to graduate. He is
also well qualified to judge the
values of the lab experiments as
compared to other departments
aThe^as Second maJoMn'Math
100 and assorted minors in Education, Health, P. E., History df
Poosey Ridge and Teaching Integral Calculus in the Elementary
School.
His testimony concerning the
methods employed in . writing a
physics experiment follows. Read
them carefully and then asq yourself, "Is this terrible injustice to
a minority fair?"
Write your
congressman. He will be glad to
hear from you.
"There are six main parts to a
lab experiment. Although a couple of -them aren't very important,
you will find that the rest are completely useless. To show mw point,
I have here a physics experiment
which I will read and tell how to
write. (The hints may prove
valuable to the physics student until the experiment is abolished.)
Name: Volkswagen M. G. Renault; Partner: T. A. Edison; Instructor: A. Hitler; Title of Experiment: Viscosity of Darkness;
Experiment No. 5, 280; Date?
Sorry, I'm busy; Course? Very;
Section: Cesarian.
I. Object:
(In this part you state the point
of your experiment. If you don't
know what you did, rephrase what
it says in the book.)
The object of this experiment
is to determine the viscosity of
dark by the Orangeburg-RayOvac
and the Miller Tower bedshift
methods. Involuntary extrapolation to zero is used proviscusly.
II. Appratus:
(This is your opportunity to impress the lab instructor who grades
these things. List all the tools and
equipment that you used for the
experiment plus any equipment
that you see or have read about
that sounds impressive.)
The Apparatus used on this
experiment was: 20 ft. of sewer
pipe, a twenty cell flashlight, stopclock, a kit of tools to repair the
stopclocks, first aid kit, three
flights of stairs, scintillation counter, a hexagonal mirror with nine
sides, a portable 20 ton betatron
(lab size), and several jiggers of
ethenol.
III. Discussion:
"™ Srttadevoted to explaining why the experiment will work
the way it did (?). Use at least
a ream of paper for this part unless it takes more to hide your
ignorance.)
On May 8, 1611, Sir Edward the
Stupe of England saw his candle
go out and wrote a detailed description of the phoenomenae in
his diary. Because it was written
in the dark, it took till 1801 to
translate the Diary.
When Physicist p. D. Q. Tomkins was Studes' observations, he
immediately wrote the famous
equation K equals AY (in honor of
his wife Suzie he claimed in divorce court). In 1802 the French
Physicist Quel Dommage changed
the equation into a usable form by
changing the letters, taking an im-

"art -\1 derive' ve with due respect
to the tower of Basrye, and assigni ig spontaneous values to the
Fina'Tle
constant. In marginal
'
incidfnts it is suitable to add the
tangent of the angle so that the
Finagle Factor can be an integer.
(The angle is that of the Hieronymus machine in its third position.)
From a more complicated version
of the equation, Smith of Russia
formulated the BaBic Universal
Law of Physics: "The Speed of
Light ia directly proportional to
the height of the' candle and inversley proportional to the mass
of the darkness." He along with
the others have since died in ignominy, forgotten in the shirffle
as the Stupe Theory was discarded
in favor of the Guttersnipe Theory
—(You get the idea, I hope—make
this junk sound important.
K
thinking taxes your brain, you can
invert the sentences from the textbook. Be sure to omit the big
words or they may get suspicious.)
IV. Data:
(On this part you include all
tables, graphs, and-data you have
on hand.)
Using scale photographs and
hearsay we obtained the following
data,
Name
Bridget
Marilin
Sandy

B
36
35

W
25 *
25

H
34
35

£rid*y, December 18, 1959
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DRUM AND SANDAL GIVES CHRISTMAS SHOW

James Preston Brewer, known
to Eastern students as the "little
man in the parking lot", died
Thursday, Dec. 3, after a lingering
illness. Mr. Brewer, who was 69,
had worked in the parking lot at
Eastern for the past three years.
Mr. Brewer, native of Madison
County and son of the late David
and Minnie Thompson Brewer, was
a retired employee of Blue Grass
Ordnance Depot. He was a member 6f the Mt. Pleasant Christian
Church.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Flora Mullikin Brewer; two daughters, Mrs. Arch K. Doty, III, Camp
Lejeune, N. C, and Mrs. Robert
L. An tie, Richmond, route 2; a
son, David Clifton Brewer, Lexington; a half-sister, Mrs. Clinton
Allen, Jacksonville, F!a.; a halfbrother Leon Amster, Lexington,
and eight grandchildren.

The Christmas season w i 11 be
ushered in Wednesday, Dec. If,
when the girls in the Drum and
Sandal Club present their annual
Christmas show during the regularly scheduled assembly period.
This year's show will be divided
into three parts; the first being
the famous "Nutcracker's Suite."
The second part will be mae up of

Christmas novelty members witn
a visit from "Ole'' Santa Claus,
The last segment of the program
will be emphasis on the religious
side of Christmas.
The girls have been working
hard to make this year's show a
successful one so let's all get in
the Christmas spirit by giving
them our support. See you there ?
.
_—
&-

BALES PLACE
GOOD FOOD
RICHMOND, KY.

E. MAIN ST.
The average milk bottle is reused 33 times.

DUAL FILTER DOES IT!

Censored by Editors

Jean
Portia

45

33

78

(This is the most important part.
Here you tell what you learned,
what you got out of it, and what
you would do to improve the experiment.)
This was a wonderful experiment and I learned a whole lot. I
gained much valuable knowledge
that I can use for the rest of my
life. I never knew how to carry
sewer pipe or get batteries out of
a flashlight. The only way to improve this valuable experiment is
to eliminate it from the course.
VI. Error:
("Too err is human, to forgive
divine", so expect no mercy from
the lab instructor grading this
mess. Put down your exact percentage of error,, but keep it
small — see Finagle's Handbook:
Impress him by acting as though
the error was a catastrophe.)
The error on this experiment was
.00000001%- This monstrous error
was due to the use of faulty equipment, log rythms, proximate calculation, and a sly drool.
(Using this form any physics
student can go far and soon. He
will fin dthat he is outstanding in
his field—with a shovel.)
■

»

New Jazz Anthology
. A new jazz album, specially
pressed by RCA Custom Records,
is being made available to readers
of the Progress by the makers of
Viceroy cigarettes.
Ten great jazz numbers, played
by some of the foremost musicians
in the field, are included on the
12" LP record. Such favorites as
"Royal Garden Blues," "Shine On
Harvest Moon," and "When The
Saints Go Marching In," are played
by some of the greatest names in
jazz.
Benny Goodman, Erroll
2SSS'JTSS±SSKS^£^'St
Dukes
of Dixieland are just a few
of the outstanding performers who
have been recorded for this special pressing.
Titled the "Campus Jazz Festival," the numbers and the performers are the winners of a
natien-wide survey of jazz favorites, taken among college students
by the Eugene Gilbert Research
Organization.
The record offer is being made
only to college students at a specially reduced rate. Two empty
packages of Viceroy cigarettes and
one dollar, mailed to Brown &
Williamson Tobacco Corp., Box 355,
Louisville 1, Kentucky, are all
that is needed.
An advertisement featuring this
unique record offer appears in this
issue.

A GOOD PLACE TO EAT!

SWEET SHOP
North Second Streot

—.

—

Filters as no single filter can...
for mild, full flavor!
8toirimv '

■-■—™~. ^^yi,:iv.;..v..*.

Here's how the Dual Filter does it:

i\

2A

1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL... defi;
nitely proved to make the smoke of a cigarette mild and smooth... .
2. with an efficient pure white outer filter. Together they bring you the
best of the best tobaccos—the mildness and taste that pay off in pleasu rel

NEW
DUAL
FILTER

on

4 JZjL^Jte~^r^^r&~i'J&'<»" (©

A. T. C>
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Snowball Dance
Is Successful

Pwwce's Portraits
by Frank Pearce

The annual Snowball Dance sponsored by Kentucky Maroons Club
(KYMA) was held Friday, December 11, 1969 In Walnut Hall.
The magnificent decorations helped to carry out the theme of Blue
Christmas. Everything: was decorated in pastel blue and silver and
also 'six silver post type candleabras with blue candles burning.
Behind the orchestra i nthe form
of a backdrop was Santa, his
sleigh, and reindeer in original
colors. This was surrounded with
cedar and blue snow. In front of
the orchestra were two small trees
with snow and blue lights.
The faculty tables were decorated by candle light with different
pastel blue Christmas decorations.
The tables had pastel blue and silver candle settings.
The ends of Walnut were decorated with trees in sijver and
White lights. At the foot of the.
trees were snow and a large pile
of mistletoe with different types
of wrapped Christmas packages
showing through the mistletoe.
In the front of the lobby was a
mechanized Santa Claue enclosed
by three large trees of pastel blue
in a snow scene.
i
One of the highlights of the dance
was the crowning of the queen who
was chosen by secret judges at
the dance.

Gall and Bergie make plans for coming events that will unite the
Dorm Councils.
Highlighting Pearce's Portraits this week are the presidents of
Burnam Hall House Council and the Men's Dormitory Council, Gail
Holbrook from Wheelwright, and Burgess Doan of Mt. Vernon.
#
The dorm councils have been working together recently to promote unity among the" dormitory groups. The men socially enterl tatricd the ladies before Thanksgiving to further this effort. The plan
holds possibility for general improvement of living in both the men's
and women's residence halls.
Both councils now have governing powers upon infractions of
dormitory rules and regulations. They also promote scholarship and
citizenship in the dormitories.
The Burnam House Council consists of its. offices, floor representatives, and the Dean of Women, Mrs. Emma Y. Case. On the Men's
Dorm Council are the officers, representatives of the floors of the
various halls, the Dean of Men, Mr. Quentin Keen, the faculty hall
residents, Mr. Zimmack from O'Donnell Hall and Mr. Bgnew from
Keith Hall, and the Presidential Monitors who are appointed by President OT>6hneir upon" the recommendatton-of Dean. Keen, Mr. Zimmack,
and Mr, JBgnew. On both councils an attempt is made to represent
every person living in the dormitory.Gail is an elementary education major, and naturally, she plans
to teach. Besides her work on the House Council, she is an Alumni
Cwen, Pi Omega Pi, and Kappa Delta Pi.
"Burgy" is an ex-Marine. He is going back into the Corps after
graduation. He keeps busy in Baptist Student Union, Sigma Tau Pi,
ami Vet's Club. He is "barracks "chief' or Presidential Monitor in Telford Hall, commonly called "The Penthouse" by its residents, He says
his hobbies are weightlifting and hussling girls! Who am I to say. the
latter isn't a hobby? I always thought erf it as necessary, like eating
and sleeping. Burgess majors in accounting.
Pearce tips his hat to Gail Holbrook and Burgess Doan, two fine
, dorm council presidents.

OLD GRAD'S
WORK DtSPiAYED

I ONLY REGRET THAT I HAVE BUT ONE WIFE TO GIVE FOR
MY COUNTRY—Brigham Young (1844).
Due to the fact that we ran out of ideas three issues ago, we
decided it would be appropriate if we were to write a satire on Christmas music. Our crowning achievement was a parody entitled "Walking In Your Winter Underwear". However, the editors, after questioning our legitimacy, sent us away under a barrage of profanity. It
was then that we contacted the Atamie Energy Commission in search
of material for the satire (?•) which appears below. Unfortunately,
the members of this agency had become beatniks and the name had
been changed to "The Gene Fission Society".
In view of the present-day concern over atomic bombs, radioactivity, and etc., we feel that the following version of Jingle Bells is
very suitable.
JINGLE BOMBS
Crashing through the crowd
I paused to blow my nose
I saw a mushroom cloud
It curled up my toes.
The fall-outs In the breeze
Making victims say
What fun it is to wreese and sneeze
In a nuclear sort of way.

t
■

■

Hey!
Jingle Bombs, Jingle Bombs,
Jingle while you slay.
What fun it is to wheeze and sneeze
In a nuclear sort of way.

Dr. Fred P. Giles, head of the
The following is a list of Christmas presents we would like to see
art department, has recently an- given:
nounced a display of art work now
To the rioters at U. K.—diapers, rattlers, and pacifiers.
on exhibit m the exhibition room of
To Jack Benny—deposit on all the empty Pepsi bottles in Keith
the arts building.
Hall.
Perry Como—a Dr. Flynn sweater. The work is that of former stuAlbert Schweitzer—a bottle of Coppertone.
dents, dating back as far as 1940.
Dr. Ferrell—a cherry tree for his son, George.
Larry Becker and Paul Moore,
Nelson Rockefeller—a few dozen Care packages.
former football greats here at
John Draud—a bottle of Man-Tan.
Eastern; Randolf Dozeh, now an
Ike Eisenhower—a new disease: inflammation of the golf-bladder.
instructor irt Eastern's are department ; C-h u c k Mrazovich, former
Our editors—a bottle of cranberry juice.
Charles Van Doren—a teaching position in Eastern's education
basketball great and now coach of
Franklin County High; and Mar- department.
Jack Kerouac—a copy of "Belle Lettres".
garet Breninger from HamDurg,
Mad Magazine—old copies of the "Spice of Life".
Germany, who studied here in tfte
Kent Fife—autographed snapshot of Mr. Honaker.
,
late forties, are only a few of the
"artists" whose work is now being
Miss Kessler—three volumes of beatnik poetry.
displayed.
According; to Dr. Giles, the exhibit includes such media as
watercolor, pastel, pencil, pen and
ink, charcoal, finger-paint, oil and
wood-cuts.
The work will be on display until Christmas vacation.
Dr. Giles endorsed the exhibit by
saying, "I think this is one of the
best exhibits of its type to be presented here in recent years, and I
cordially invite every student and
teacher on campus to attend."

CHECK

KESSLER'S

or XMAS JEWELRY ITEMSI
RAY'S BARBER SHOP

Reduced Sale Prices on Nationally
Known Merchandise!

Welcomes All Eastern Students!
NEXT TO WOOLWORTH'S

SPEIDEL, REMINGTON, NORELCO, BULOVA,

"THE COLONiL DRIVE-IN
INC.

LONGINES, BENRUS, ELGJN, SHAEFFER,
RONSON, GRUfiN, ROGERS, TIMEX,
SCHICK — AIL AT DICOUNT PRICES
TO STUDENTS.

ii

Big Hill Avenue, Richmond, Kentucky
FEATURING SMAH FRY PIZZA
©-INCH PIZZA — 26c and Up

EVERY TUESDAY

mciAu
KINTUCKY mm CHICKEN
GRAVY «wt HOT ROLLS

7f c
Owned and Operated by
LEWIS W. WOAOU^owiTONY SIDEKIS■ i

impij|.wMi.^jipui^^-y.>v^^''yfc -.

Who wants
your
Portrait?
EVERYBODY WANTS A
PORTRA1TOF SOMEONE

Dad, for instance; wants a
portrait of his family for
Ins desk.
Mom wants a picture of
Dad, of the family, of the
ihsMniu as they grow.
And of course Jack
« picture of Jill, and Jul
wants a picture of Jack.
•top in for your
Portrait... SOON

Bring YOUR Catftbgs fpr
Comparison.

We MEET and BEAT
All

Prices!

ttiSLEt'S
Main Street (Next To Begley Drug)
ICHM0ND, KY.

PHONE Utt

tichmond's Only Cut Rate Jewd<

.
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ALUMNI NEWS
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Hardin have
been located in Dallas, Texas, since
August of this year. He is employed with the Collins Radin Company in Dallas as a senior buyer.
They moved to Dallas from Middletown, Ohio, where Mr. Hardin was
with Aeronca Aircraft Corp., and
MT8. Hardin was a teacher in the
Middletown City Schools.
Mrs. Hardin was a member of
the class of 1955 and Mr. Hardin
the class of 1954. With their son,
Michael Edgar, 9%, they live at
5458 Monticello, Dallas 6, Texas.
Mr. Paul Love, class of '52, recently received a promotion in
Scouting—he is the District Scout
Executive in the Southeast District of the Central Ohio Council.
The district has 49 units composed
of 2,020 boys and 500 adults. He
attended the 11th National Staff
Training Conference which was
held on the campus of the University of Michigan where some
450 professional scouters were in
attendance from all parts of the
world.
Mr. and Mrs. Love spent their
vacation in Florida visiting his
parents, retired missionaries from
Africa. Mrs. Love was the former
Fay Asbury, class of 1942. They
reside at 1428 E.- Broad Street,
Columbus 5, Ohio. Mr. Love is a
life member of the Alumni Association.

Benning, Ga. She has been named
Diana Carol.
Lt. and Mrs. Davis were members of the class of 1958. Mrs.
Davis was the former Harriet
Harris. She taught the first grade
at Custer Terrace Elementary
School last year in Ft. Benning.
Their address is 39 A Battle Pk.,
Ft Benning, Ga.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl W. Flynn are
the parents of a baby boy, Rodney
Douglas, born on Jan. 16. Mrs.
Flynn, the former Thelma Joyce
Parks, was a member of the class
of 1952 and Mr. .Flynn the class
of 1950. Mrs. Flynn has been
teaching in the Jefferson County
Schools and Mr. Flynn is an accountant with General Electric Co.
They reside at 6602 South 3rd
Street, Louisville 14, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Morris,
class of 1958, announce the arrival
of a daughter on August 22 who
has been named Elaine Carol. She
is being welcomed by a brother,
Lou Royalty, 14 months old.
Mr. Morris, a physical education
major, is beginning his second
year of teaching and coaching
basketball at Christiansburg Jackson High School in Champaign
County, Ohio. Mrs. Morris, the
former Joyce Royalty, was graduated with high distinction. She
taught the1, second grade last
semester at the Christiansburg
Jackson School. Their address is
Box 541, St. Paris, Ohio.

Mr. Harold F. McCann, class of
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Gilbert an"59, is employed by Raymond A.
Anderson, CPA, as a junior ac- nounce the birth of their first child,
countant in Phoenix, Arizona. His named Catherine Ann, on Novemstreet address is 4809 N. 29th Av- ber 8.
Mr. Gilbert received his B. S.
enue.
Mrs. James D. Reams, Laura
Todd, '56, has a new address, 5820
Access Road, Dayton 31, Ohio. She
Is secretary to the Sales Service
Supervisor of Lowe Brothers Paint
Co., in Dayton. After her graduation she was secretary to State
Agent, Insurance Company of
North America in Lexington, Ky.,
till she accepted her present position this year.

Junior Alumni
Mr. and Mrs. Edward P. Zignuint. announce the birth of their
first baby, Maria Joanne, born on
July 4.
Mrs. Zigmunt, the fomer Joan
Evrling. was a member of the
class of 1949. She had been executive secretary with the Allison Division of General Motors Corp. for
9ft years.
Mr. Zigmunt teaches English at
San Fernando High School. Their
address is 7306 La Saine Avenue,
Van Nuys, Calif.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Duncan announce the birth of a daughter on
July 4. She has been named Lisa
Ann. Mr. Duncan was a member
of the class Of 1950. They reside
at 410 Bellengrath Drive, Nashville 11, Tenn.
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WEDDINGS
Nagle-Senn
The marriage of Miss Catherine
A. Nagle of Paris and David
Franklin Senn of Louisville was
soleemnized at 11 o'clock on Thursday, November 26, at the Church
of the Annunciation in Paris.
Both are graduates of Eastern,
Mrs. Senn was a member of the
class of 1957 and Mr. Senn the
class of 1956. The couple will
reside in Louisville where both are
employed by the Jefferson County
School System.
Parke-Bow
The marriage of Miss Norma
Ruth Parke of Richmond and
Donald Bow of Danville was solemnized on Thursday evening,
November 26, at the First Baptist
Church, Richmond, with the Rev.
E. N. Perry officiating at the
double ring ceremony.
After a brief wedding trip north,
the groom returned to Camden,
Ohio, where he holds a teaching
position, and the bride will complete her work for a degree at
Eastern in January, after which
she plans to join her husband in
Ohio. The groom was a member
of this year's class.
—-—•
Stone-Deppner
Miss Nancie ssione and Donald
J. Deppner were united in mardegree at Eastern in 1956 and his
M. A. in 1959. He holds a teaching and coaching position at the
Ft. Knox Dependent School. Address: 149 N. Deepwood Drive,
Radcliff, Ky.

riage on May 16.
For two and one-half years after
graduation from Eastern in 1955
Mrs. Deppner was Home Economist with the Ky. Power Company
in Ashland, Ky. Since September,
1957, she has been Director of
Test Kitchen and Field Work in
West Virginia, Ohio and Kentucky
for Martha White Mills of West
Virginia with offices in Huntington, W, Va. Her work consists
of testing manufacturer's products, television commercials, editing recipe leaflets, demonstrations
for colleges and high schools, talks
and appearances before civic clubs.
Mr. and Mrs. Deppner reside at
2629^4 l^irst Avenue, Huntington,
W. Va.

Elizabeth's
proudly
adds

CASHMERE
beauties

Snwder-Masters
Miss Diana Sowder, class of '59,
and S. D. Masters, a senior this
year, both of Brodhead, were united
in marriage on Nov. 5 at Perryville. Mrs. Masters is employed
at Perryville school.

to their
extensive

BOOK REVIEW

Pendleton

The Answer by Philip Wylie. 63 pp.
Is man meant to destroy himself
by atomic testing and a continued
arms race? Philip Wylie, in his
book, The Answer, says, "No".
In centering the action of the
book around a hydrogen bomb test,
Wylie has managed to develop an
effective plea for the ending of
nuclear testing. His use of a
religious twist is both thoughtprovoking and original.
The book is short, can be easily
read in an hour, and can be found
in the library. I believe that it
would certainly be worthwhile
reading for anyone who is concerned with mankind's future.
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Sweater

line.

Elizabeth's

New 1960IiM brings you taste...more taste... >
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More taste by far...
yet low in tar!
New, free -flowing Miracle Tip
Unlocks natural tobaCCO flavor!
That's, why EM can blend fine tobaccos
not to suit a filter... but to suit your taste!

Only the I960 DM ■ Frees up flavor'
other filters squeeze in! ■ Checks tars without
choking taste! ■ Gives you the full, exciting flavor
of the world's finest, naturally mild tobaccos!
01008 LKMMt 4 M»or« TOMOW Co.

On October 19, Lt. and Mrs.
Douglas M. Gaither, Jr. adopted a
son. James Douglas, born on July
22 in Straubing, Germany.
Lt. and Mrs. Gaither, both music
majors, were graduated in 1954.
They will be returning to the states
in February but have no definite
assignment as yet.
A daughter was born to Lt. and
Mrs. James L. Davis on Sept. 14
at Martin Army Hospital, Ft.

(DERIE nOMIftO

MASCARA
tie wonder wand
for lovely lasiet
in seconds your lathe* will
look longer than ever before. Silken, too, with this
quality mascara. Just roll it
onl No water necessary...
and ic is smearproof and
water resistant.
In Hack and Brown t.00*
•prk#s pit* to*

AVAtLAM.* OMIT AT VOUH

mERLE noRmpn

i
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MERLE NORMAN
COSMETIC STUDIO
409 Oak Street

■

Phone S67

More taste by £ar...yet low in tar.. And they said "It couldn't be done!"
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